Several modern data-intensive applications need to process large volumes of data on the fly as they are produced. Examples range from credit card fraud detection systems, which analyze massive streams of credit card transactions to identify suspicious patterns, to environmental monitoring applications that continuously analyze sensor data, to click stream analysis of Web sites that identify frequent patterns of interactions. More in general, stream processing is a central requirement in today's information systems.
and interoperability of SPEs, since a user needs to understand system-specific aspects to confront various alternatives and select the ones that better suite her needs.
The main factors that differentiate the behaviors of SPEs are the models of windows and time they adopt [1] . Windows enable computations that would be otherwise unfeasible on unbounded datasets such as streams. For instance, counting the number of elements in a stream is not possible, since the stream never terminates. The common solution consists in splitting the stream into finite blocks of contiguous elements-called windows-and performing the computation within the bounds of each window. Several types of windows exist: for instance, windows can be defined either based on the number of elements they contain or based on time boundaries, and they can partition a stream into non-overlapping chunks or contain common elements [1] .
The semantics of windows strictly depend on the related concept of time, which determines how the incoming elements are associated to different windows. In some cases, time is seen as meta-data associated to each element in a stream either by the source that produces that element or by the SPE itself. In other cases, time is not associated to elements and the SPE refers to the system clock of the physical machine it is running on.
In 2010, the idea that the semantics of windows and time are central to the understanding of SPEs motivated the definition of SECRET, a model that captures the behavior of windows in the state-of-the-art SPEs of that time [2] . SECRET was used to analyze both academic and industrial SPEs. The semantics of the former were typically formally defined-yet different from system to system-, while the semantics of the latter were most often dependent on implementation details. SECRET could effectively capture and confront the behavior of all the systems it was applied to.
After the definition of SECRET, the increasing number and the growing complexity of real-time data analytics applications led to a bloom of new distributed SPEs that target cluster platforms to scale with the volume and velocity of input data. This poses two interesting and related research questions: (1) how did the semantics of windows and time change in distributed SPEs? (2) Is SECRET still adequate to fully capture the execution semantics of modern distributed SPEs?
This paper aims to answer such questions by using SECRET to model five distributed SPEs-Flink, Storm, Spark Streaming, Google Dataflow, and Azure Stream Analyticsthat were developed after the introduction of SECRET and are today widely used in companies at the scale of Google, Twitter, and Netflix. We show that SECRET models well a subset of the behaviors of these systems and we shed light on the recent evolution of SPEs by analyzing the elements that SECRET cannot fully capture. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to investigate the adoption of a model that formally captures some aspects of the execution semantics of distributed SPEs.
The paper contributes to the research on SPEs in several ways: (1) it provides a precise modeling of five modern SPEs using SECRET; (2) it compares the systems and highlights their similarities and differences, thus helping the users to identify the systems that better satisfy their requirements; (3) it identifies some aspects of modern SPEs that SECRET cannot fully capture; (4) it discusses the evolution of SPEs since the definition of SECRET and suggests promising directions for future modeling efforts.
We release the entire code of the infrastructure we used for our analysis to enable the repeatability of the experiments and to ease the extension to other systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. "Background" presents background information on the key concepts of stream processing and on the SECRET model. "Analysis of stream processing engines" analyzes five widely used distributed SPEs using the SECRET model. "Discussion" discusses the insights that emerge from the modeling. "Related work" presents related work and "Conclusions" concludes the paper and presents future work.
Background
This section provides background information on "Stream processing engines" and on the "SECRET" model.
Stream processing engines
Stream processing engines (SPEs) provide abstractions to operate on dynamic datasets and produce new results on the fly as new input data becomes available. SPEs take in input one or more streams, which are append-only unbounded sequences of data, and produce output streams as a result of their computation.
The abstract architecture of an SPE is presented in Fig. 1 . SPEs receive input streams from one or more sources-grey diamonds in Fig. 1 -and organize the computation into a directed graph of operators-white circles and boxes in Fig. 1 -either explicitly or implicitly. In the latter case, the developers are provided with high-level languages that are automatically translated by the SPE into the operator graph. Some systems adopt functional languages and provide composable functions-such as map, filter, reduce, etc.-that transform input streams into output streams. Other systems adopt declarative, SQL-like languages that represent the processing as queries that get repeatedly and continuously evaluated as new data becomes available. Modern SPEs take advantage of cluster architectures and deploy the operators in the graph on different cluster nodes, possibly replicating them. Organizing the computation into separate operators enables for task parallelism-different operators run on different threads on the same machine, or on different machines-, while replication enables for data parallelism-different portions of an input stream are processed in parallel on different instances of the same operator.
In this paper we separate operators in two classes: processing operators and windows. Processing operators apply a function to each and every element of their input streams. For instance, a filter operator selects or discards input elements based on a user-defined predicate, and a map operator converts each element of the input stream into an element of the output stream based on a user-defined function. We represent them in Fig. 1 as white circles.
Windows enable computations that would be otherwise impossible due to the unbounded nature of streams. For instance, the average value of a stream of integers could only be computed after reading the entire stream, which is impossible since the stream never terminates. Windows obviate this problem by isolating the portions of the input streams upon which the function embedded within an operator should be applied [1] . We represent them in Fig. 1 as white boxes.
Windows capture contiguous stream elements and are defined in terms of two parameters: a size that indicates the length of each window, and a slide that determines the interval between two consecutive windows. Count windows define the size and the slide based on number of elements. Time windows define the size and the slide based on some notion of order-time-between the elements in their input stream.
The behavior of time windows also depends on the notion of time, and different SPEs adopt different time semantics. Using the terminology of Akidau et al. [3] , we say that an SPE adopts processing time semantics when each operator considers the clock time of the physical machine it is running on. In this case, elements do not have an attached timestamp and their mutual order is implicitly defined by the order in which they enter the operator. Processing time semantics leads to non-determinism, since the behavior of the system depends on the speed at which elements enter the engine and on the speed at which the elements flow between operators inside the engine, which is not under direct control of the developer. For these reasons, processing time has been often subject to critics, especially when considering distributed deployments of operators [3] . Nevertheless, some modern SPEs adopt processing time, under the implicit assumption that the clock skew between the physical machines where the SPE is running is negligible for the application at hand, and that the operators do not introduce significant delays.
We say that an SPE adopts ingestion time semantics when each input element is timestamped when it first enters the engine, assuming that a single machine receives and timestamps all the input elements. Each time-dependent operator refers to such timestamp during evaluation. Given a specific timing of arrival of input elements, ingestion time ensures that the engine produces deterministic results.
We say that an SPE adopts event time semantics when each element is timestamped by the source that produces that element, outside the SPE. In the presence of event time, operators might receive elements out of order, due to clock skew between sources or due to network latency. In this case, the operators temporarily buffer the input elements and reorder them before processing. If the engine waits for enough time to receive all out of order elements-that is, if no element is lost-then event time ensures determinism.
To better explain the notion of windows, Fig. 2 shows the effect of a time window of size 3 and slide 1 over an input stream. Stream elements are identified by upper case letters and ordered based on their timestamp-event time semantics. Notice that event time defines a partial order: for instance, elements C and D both have timestamp t = 3. Let us consider windows starting from t ≥ 1. Window w1 includes all the elements from t = 1 excluded to t = 4 included, that is B, C, and D. Window w2 includes C, D, and E.
Time windows can contain a heterogeneous number of elements, as in the case of w1 and w3. Furthermore, they might be empty, as in the case of w5.
In general, the results produced by an SPE depend on (1) the topology of the operator graph; (2) the functions implemented in each operator; (3) the semantics of windows and time.
The first two elements are application-specific: they are defined by the developers and are not system dependent. Instead, the semantics of windows and time varies from system to system and thus is the key element to capture the differences between the available SPEs. The SECRET model we adopt in this paper focuses on the semantics of windows in the case of event time.
SECRET
SECRET [2] models both time windows and count windows and builds on the following assumptions: (1) stream elements have an associated timestamp-event time semantics-that defines a partial order between elements; (2) each operator reorders the input elements and processes them in timestamp order.
SECRET defines the semantics of windows by introducing the concepts (functions) of Scope, Content, Report, and T ick. For ease of explanation, we present the SECRET formalism with reference to time windows, and we briefly discuss the differences in the case of count windows at the end of the section. The interested reader can refer to complete formalization of SECRET for further details [4] .
As discussed in "Stream processing engines", each window operator is characterized by a size and a slide, and splits the input stream into windows all having the same size. SECRET defines windows as an interval (t o , t c ] where t o is the start time (excluded from the window) and t c is the end time (included in the window). A window is open at time t if t o < t ≤ t c . A window is closed at time t if t > t c . A window w contains an element e of an input stream if the timestamp of e is within the boundaries of w. Scope is a function that maps each point in time t to its active window, which is the open window w with the lowest t o .
1 Scope only depends on the size and slide of the window operator, and on the start time of very first window-t 0 -, which is system specific. Content is a function that maps each point in time t to the stream elements that are in the active window at t.
Report is a function that defines the strategies that a window adopts to make its C ontent visible for downstream processing. A window can adopt any combination-conjunction-of the following four strategies: (1) content change: w reports only if the window content changes (with respect to the previous report); (2) window close: w reports only when the active window closes; (3) non-empty content: w reports only if the active window is not empty; (4) periodic: w reports only at regular time intervals.
With reference to Fig. 2 , an SPE that reports on content change would not report the window w4, since its content is identical to the content of the previous window w3. Similarly, an SPE that reports on non-empty content would not report window w5, since it does not contain any element.
T ick is a function that describes the conditions that trigger a possible Report. SECRET identifies the following alternative T ick strategies: (1) tuple-driven: each incoming element triggers an evaluation; (2) time-driven: each time progress triggers an evaluation.
With reference to Fig. 2 , an SPE that adopts a tuple-driven T ick would evaluate the R eport conditions twice for time t = 3, since two elements have timestamp t = 3. Conversely, a time-driven T ick would trigger a single evaluation.
The case of count windows is analogous, with the difference that the size and slide of windows are defined in terms of number of elements rather than time. SECRET identifies each element of the input stream with a unique id and defines a global order between the stream elements based on their id. In the case of count windows, the Scope function is defined in terms of the parameter i 0 -instead of t 0 -which identifies the first id of the very first count window in the engine. 2 Notice that a corner case can occur in the case of time-driven T ick associated to count windows. Indeed, multiple windows might close at the same point in time, leaving to the SPE the choice of which of them to report. At time t = 1, no window closes and so the engine does not report. The same occurs at time t = 2. When the engine receives element E at time t = 3, all the elements for time t < 3 have been received-SECRET assumes that elements are processed in order. Thus, the system can process the elements A, B, C, and D, which fill two different windows of size two. Since the choice of the windows to report is engine specific, SECRET models this case by introducing a new Pick function that encodes the selection.
As a final note, we observe that modern SPEs consider windows as special operators in their processing graph and can use multiple window operators in the same graph-see Fig. 1 . On the other hand, SECRET focuses on windows and does not consider processing operators. Thus in this paper we model each window in isolation. We believe that this is not a severe limitation, since the overall semantics of a processing graph can be defined through the composition of its individual operators, and window operators are the most critical as they define the data slices upon which other operators get executed. At the same time, a complete modeling of the execution semantics of modern SPEs should also take into account the topology of the processing graph. We defer a detailed discussion of this and other possible limitations of the SECRET model to "Discussion".
Analysis of stream processing engines
This section models the execution semantics of five widely adopted modern SPEs using SECRET. We conduct an empirical analysis to determine the value of the parameters of SECRET-Scope, Content, Report, T ick, Pick-for each of the systems under analysis. The remainder of this section first presents the experimental methodology and then the systems under analysis and the results of our experiments for each of them.
Experimental methodology
We devise an experimental methodology to determine the parameters of the SECRET model for the systems under analysis. We build minimal processing graphs that include a single source and a single window operator w that outputs the entire content of w. We observe the time and content of each report from w. Figure 4 presents the workflow defined in our methodology: the dashed block on the left of the figure represents the empirical experiments we perform to determine the functions Report, T ick, Scope, and Pick. For each function, we list the concrete parameters that we need to identify, if any.
The behavior of Report depends on four independent flags: content change, window close, non-empty content, and periodic, which can be either active or inactive. T ick can be either tuple-driven or time-driven. Scope only depends on the parameter t 0 -in the case of time windows-, or i 0 -in the case of count windows. Pick can be any function that takes a set s of windows and returns a subset of s.
To validate the correctness of our modeling, we rely on a simulator implemented by the authors of SECRET that we extend to capture the SPEs under analysis. For a given input and for given Report, T ick, Scope, and Pick functions, the simulator generates the expected output. We compare the results of the simulator with the real results produced by each SPE using the same topologies and input data defined in the SECRET paper [2] , which exercise the corner cases of the modeled behavior. We made the code for the deployment and execution of all the experiments publicly available. 3 The entire codebase consists of about 3000 lines of code, mostly written in Java and including the original SECRET simulator. Plugging a new SPE only requires adapting the available examples to the API of that specific SPE. We hope this will promote future extensions to other SPEs. We now proceed to describe the experiments we performed in detail. Unless otherwise specified in the description of the specific SPE, we deploy the SPE under analysis and the source of input data on the same machine. We configure the SPE as a stand alone component and we use network communication to interact with it. We submit input elements in timestamp order, always using FIFO channels to avoid reordering. SECRET does not capture problems related to clock skews and out of order elements that might emerge in distributed settings. Thus, these issues are outside the scope of the analysis and will be better discussed in "Discussion".
We adopt input elements in the form val, ts , where val is a string value and ts is the timestamp of the element expressed in seconds. We design the experiments in such a way that timestamps well approximate the physical time measured on the wall clock time at the source. To do so, we pause the source between the submission of two consecutive elements e 1 = �val 1 , ts 1 � and e 2 = �val 2 , ts 2 � for ts 2 − ts 1 seconds. We keep the input rate low enough to guarantee that the SPE is never overloaded. Finally, we assume the variance of the latency between the source and the SPE to be negligible. Under these conditions, event time approximates well the processing time, thus making it possible to use SECRET also to analyze systems that adopt processing time semantics.
We discuss how we determine the T ick, Report, and Scope functions in the case of time windows, being the procedure for count windows analogous. 
Determine T ick
To determine the T ick, we define a time window of size ω > 1 and we submit more than ω elements all having the same timestamp. If the SPE reports more than once, then the T ick is tuple-driven, meaning that the window advances even with elements that have the same timestamp, otherwise the T ick is time-driven.
Determine Report
The semantics of report depends on four flags, and the SPE reports if (the constraints expressed in) all the flags are satisfied. We determine whether a flag f is satisfied by conducting experiments in which the results only depend on the satisfiability of f.
First, we build an experiment where content change and non-empty content do not influence the results. To do so, we submit elements with increasing timestamps, where the distance between the timestamp of two consecutive elements is a fixed value τ. We set a window of size τ and slide τ and we observe whether the system reports at every new tuple or only periodically, thus determining the value of the periodic flag. Next, we increase the size of the window to understand if the SPE reports only on window close. Second, we build an experiment in which the content of the window does not change across subsequent ticks, to determine the value of content change. As we discuss in the following, none of the systems under analysis exhibits periodic behaviors and none of them reports only on content change. Finally, we consider empty windows and analyze the reports of the SPE to determine the value of the non-empty content flag.
Determine Scope
The Scope function depends on the parameter t 0 , which is the start time of the very first window considered by the SPE. Let us call ts i the timestamp of the first element submitted to the SPE, ω the window size, and β the window slide. To understand the value of t 0 , we submit elements to the SPE with a predefined frequency and we consider different combinations of ω, β, and ts i . We use the results we obtain to infer the value of t 0 as a function of ω, β, and ts i . In the case of count windows, we consider the parameter id i instead of ts i , which is the id of the very first element that enters the engine.
Determine Pick
The Pick function is only relevant in the case of count windows if the SPE under analysis provides time-based T ick. As explained in "SECRET", this situation might lead to multiple windows closing simultaneously, and the Pick function selects which of them to R eport.
Most of the systems under analysis do not support count windows, and when count windows are available, they are always associated to a tuple-driven T ick. Thus, the Pick function is never used in the context of our analysis.
Flink

4 is an Apache project built on the Stratosphere research prototype [5] [6] to reorder input elements before processing: an operator o sends a watermark with timestamp t to another operator o ′ to guarantee that o ′ will not receive from o any more items with timestamp lower or equal than t. When an operator receives a watermark with timestamp t from all its upstream operators, it can safely start processing all the elements up to time t.
Flink offers exactly once semantics even in the presence of node failures and implements fault tolerance using a distributed snapshot algorithm [7] .
To model Flink in SECRET, we follow the methodology presented in "Experimental methodology", using a single source connected to a single window operator through a socket. Flink exposes some configuration parameters other than window size and slide to tune the behavior of time windows. For instance, developers can force Flink to implement a processing time semantics as opposed to the default event time semantics. In our experiments, we always adopt the default parameters and we derive the SECRET model accordingly. We defer to "Discussion" a detailed discussion of the implications of such parameters.
In Flink, each operator is responsible for providing the watermark to all its downstream operators. In particular, each source needs to submit a new watermark upon the delivery of a new element or periodically. In our experiments, we ingest input elements in event time order, so that the engine needs not wait for late, out of order elements. We make the source submit periodic watermarks with a frequency that is higher than the input rate. Each watermark is set to the timestamp of the last emitted element minus one second. This enables us to submit multiple elements with the same timestamp, for instance to determine the value of T ick. All the elements with a timestamp τ are immediately processed when an element with timestamp greater than τ (and the corresponding watermark) is received, without waiting for out-of-order elements. Table 1 lists the parameters of SECRET for Flink. In the case of time windows, the T ick is time-driven and Flink reports on window close with non-empty content. The first window closes at time ts i + β − 1, which means that it opens at time t 0 = ts i + β − ω − 1 . In the case of count windows, Flink changes its T ick to tuple-driven. As a consequence, it never experiences windows closing simultaneously and so it does not need to implement the Pick function. The value of i 0 = id 0 + β − ω − 1 is analogous to the t 0 extracted for time windows. Under the assumption that t 0 = 0 and i 0 = 0 the formulas for t 0 and i 0 can be simplified to t 0 = i 0 = β − ω − 1.
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As a side note, we report that the behavior of Flink might differ from the behavior of the SECRET model when considering the very last active window before the system shuts down. Indeed, Flink flushes the active window when the system terminates, but this behavior is not captured by SECRET, which models the SPE assuming a steady state.
Storm
6 is a framework for distributed real-time computation acquired by Twitter in 2011 and released as an open source Apache project. In Storm, the developers specify the behavior of individual operators using imperative code and connect operators with each other to form a direct acyclic graph. Starting from version 1.0, Storm also offers a native support for time windows, which are the subject of our model. Each Storm operator processes stream elements one at a time and implements fault tolerance using a perelement acknowledgement and resubmission. This ensures that each operator processes each input element at least once, but does not guarantee exactly once processing. This aspect might affect the semantics of processing in the case of faults, but it is not modeled in SECRET. Thus, in the case of failures, the results produced by Storm might differ from those produced by its SECRET model. We performed our experiments using Storm version 1.0.2. We implemented a topology with a single source and a single window operator connected through a TCP socket. Since Storm supports event time semantics and handles out of order arrival of elements through watermarking, we adopted the same strategy for the submission of watermarks as in Flink. Table 1 lists the parameters to model Storm in SECRET. In the case of time windows, Storm presents the same T ick and Report as Flink: it has a time-based T ick and reports on window close with non-empty content. Storm's t 0 differs from Flink's t 0 by a fixed offset of one: while this difference might appear marginal, this means that the windowing behavior of Storm and Flink are different and thus the two engines produce different results when fed with identical input.
Initially, we started our experiments with Storm version 1.0.1. Using this version, we could not model count windows, since in the case of elements with identical timestamps Storm reported the last ω elements in the active window ⌊n/ω⌋ times, where ω is the size 6 http://storm.apache.org. 
Count windows 
Spark
Spark [8] is a general-purpose cluster computing system. Initially developed at Berkeley and currently an Apache project, Spark is widely adopted in batch and stream processing applications that involve large volumes of data, also thanks to the availability of several application-specific libraries. Spark stores data in resilient distributed datasets (RDDs), a read-only, lazily evaluated, partitioned collections of records. RDDs are persisted on a distributed file system for fault tolerance and can be cached in main memory to enable low-latency computations. Spark keeps track of how RDDs are computed. If an RDD is lost due to some failure, its value is recomputed through the RDDs it depends on. This guarantees exactly once semantics even in the presence of node failures. Spark models streaming computations as a series of stateless, deterministic batch computations on small batches of data-µ-batch. In particular, streams are discretized into a sequence of immutable, partitioned RDDs, which enable Spark to reuse the strategies and algorithms for batch computation also in streaming scenarios. This approach trades latency for throughput, since it delays a computation until a µ-batch is available. The µ-batch approach has also some consequences on the semantics of processing. Specifically, Spark only supports time windows having a size and slide that are multiple of the µ-batch size. This technological constraint is outside the scope of SECRET and thus is not captured in our model.
More significantly, Spark only supports processing time semantics and not event time semantics. Each operator considers the wall clock time of the machine it is running on and thus the order and time distance of the elements in a stream also depend on the processing capabilities of that specific machine. This means that the same input might produce different results in different deployments of the same processing topology. As discussed in "Experimental methodology", we designed the source such that its submission time is a good approximation of the value of its timestamp. This enables us to use the SECRET model, which relies on event time, also in the case of processing time. However, it is worth mentioning that this approach only works if the system is not overloaded: if the system instead introduces some processing delay, event time and processing time might differ, making our modeling imprecise.
In our experiments, we adopt Spark version 2.1. We configure Spark to use the minimum size of µ-batch of 1 ms and we connect a single source to the engine using a TCP socket. Spark only supports time windows and does not offer count windows. As shown in Table 1 , Spark implements a time-based T ick that reports on window change independently from the content of the window. The value of t 0 is different than in the other systems we analyze. Indeed, Spark closes the first window at time β − 1 after the SPE starts up at time τ and also reports empty windows (thus the non empty window flag is not set).
SECRET cannot model the start up time τ of the system, since it can only reason about the event time as encoded in the timestamps of incoming elements, while τ can only be captured by considering the wall clock time of the machine in which the SPE runs. To solve this issue, in our experiments we assume that the SPE starts up at time 0, thus obtaining the value t 0 = β − ω − 1. This highlights a limitation of SECRET that we better discuss in "Discussion".
Google Cloud Dataflow
Google offers the Google Cloud Dataflow 8 SPE as a service in the Google Cloud Plat-
form. Google open-sourced the Software Development Kit for Dataflow, but not the underlying engine that remains proprietary.
Since Dataflow is only offered as a Cloud service, we had to adapt the experimental methodology. We communicate with the engine using the Pub/Sub messaging service. 9 Specifically, we deploy a topology composed of four operators: (1) a Pub/Sub subscriber that reads elements from an input topic; (2) a window operator; (3) a reducer that concatenates the content of each window into an output string; (4) the Pub/Sub publisher that writes the results of the reducer on an output topic. We submit elements by publishing them on the input topic and we read the results from the output topic.
By default, Dataflow applies event time semantics and adopts a watermarking mechanism to handle out of order. Watermarks are emitted by the very first operator that receives elements from outside the SPE (the subscriber in our topology). During the experiments, we observed a dependency between the input and the output rates. In particular, a low input rate could lead to unbounded output latency. We believe that a dynamic management of watermarks determines this behavior: in presence of a low input rate, the subscriber assumes a high latency in the arrival of elements, and thus becomes more conservative in the values of watermarks. As a consequence the values of watermarks do not advance and the engine stops processing new elements and emitting new output. We overcome this problem by attaching a long tail of additional elements at the end of each experiment, which ensures that we eventually receive all the output of that experiment. Table 1 shows the SECRET parameters for Dataflow. Dataflow only supports time windows and does not provide count windows. The Report is not-empty content and on window close, while its T ick is time-based. The Scope is the same as in Flink t 0 = ts i + β − ω − 1.
Azure Stream analytics
Microsoft offers the Azure Stream snalytics SPE 10 as a Cloud service. The communication with the SPE can be realized using either a publish-subscribe service or a message queuing service. In our experiments we submit elements through publish-subscribe primitives and we read output elements from a queue.
Listing 1 An example of Stream analytics query
SELECT
System . Timestamp AS t s , C o l l e c t ( ) INTO
output −queue FROM i n p u t −hub TIMESTAMP BY tapp GROUP BY HoppingWindow ( second , 4 , 2) In Azure Stream analytics, the developer defines the processing tasks in the Stream Analytics Query Language, a SQL-like declarative language that is compiled to a graph of operators and deployed on the Cloud. Listing 1 shows the query we use in our experiments. The GROUP BY clause introduces a HoppingWindow, which is the Azure Stream Analytics implementation of a time based sliding window. The query extracts the timestamp of each element-stored in the tapp field-and returns the entire content of the window-Collect()-and the (event time) timestamp of the end of the window.
Azure Stream analytics supports event time semantics, where timestamps represent time in UTC. Developers can set a maximum time skew for late arrivals. When an element e enters the engine, the engine compares the ingestion time of e with the timestamp of e. If the difference between the two times is larger than the maximum time skew, then the engine drops e. Since the maximum time skew cannot be larger than few days, we could not use the same timestamps adopted for the other SPEs that start from 0. Instead, we shifted all the timestamp by δ, where δ is the UTC time when the experiment started, as extracted from the wall clock time of our local machine. This solution enables us to extract the parameters for the Azure Stream Analytics for T ick and Report. We were not able to extract the value of t 0 since it probably depends on the ingestion time of the first element, which we cannot access from the Cloud platform.
As Table 1 shows, Azure Stream Analytics only supports time based windows, reports on window close with non-empty content, and presents a time-based T ick.
Discussion
This section presents the key conclusions we draw from the modeling effort reported in "Analysis of stream processing engines". Under some assumptions that we better discuss in the remainder of this section, SECRET captures the semantics of windows in the SPEs we analyzed and highlights a general agreement on the T ick and Report of windows, based on the following rules: (1) in the case of time windows, the T ick is always timedriven; (2) in the case of count windows (if available), the T ick is always tuple-driven; (3) all systems Report on window close and non-empty content, with the only exception of Spark that also reports empty windows.
Conversely, the systems under analysis present differences in terms of Scope. In most systems the first active window closes after a slide β − 1 from the arrival of the first element, meaning that t 0 = ts i + β − ω − 1 (i o = id i + β − ω − 1 in the case of count windows). Storm considers t 0 = ts i + β − ω, which is probably due to a different definition of windows that includes the open time and excludes the end time. Finally, Spark adopts a processing time semantics, and the position of windows is not related to the timestamp of the first element, but rather to start up time of the SPE.
While the different Report and t 0 in Spark and the different t 0 in Storm might appear small variations with respect to the behavior of the other SPEs, they lead to different execution semantics and thus to different results. This motivates the need for a formal model to capture the execution semantics of modern SPEs and highlight their differences.
Our analysis also sheds light on some aspects of modern distributed SPEs that SECRET cannot fully model. They are of great interest since (1) they hint at the key differences between "old generation" SPEs (those that SECRET was designed to model) and "modern" SPEs for distributed processing in cluster environments; (2) they suggest promising lines of investigation to build a more comprehensive model that captures all the relevant aspects of modern SPEs. We describe them in detail in the next sections.
Time model
SECRET assumes event time semantics and further assumes that all the stream elements enter the engine in order with respect to their timestamps. These assumptions were motivated by the nature of the stream processing systems available when SECRET was conceived, which were mainly centralized and specifically designed for continuous query answering. Stream elements often encoded occurrences of noteworthy facts in the application environments and queries typically included time boundaries. Because of this, windows-and time windows in particular-were perhaps the most relevant operators for these systems.
Conversely, modern SPEs such as the ones we consider in this paper are designed to perform generic computations on large volumes of streaming data. They do not consider time as a first class citizen and do not necessarily associate a timestamp to each and every stream element. In most cases, windowing constructs are not core building blocks of the engine, but rather operators developed on top of the base engine services to better support some application scenarios. This is for example the case of Storm, which offers windows only starting from recent versions.
Moving from these premises, it is not surprising that some systems, such as Spark, use processing time as their default time semantics. Under processing time semantics stream elements are processed by an operator in the order in which they enter that operator. The engine does not assume elements to be timestamped and thus it cannot exploit timestamps to learn the semantics of time of the application at hand.
The execution semantics of a single windowing operator under processing time can be approximated in event time if the following conditions hold: (1) the order in which the elements enter the SPE reflects the desired order for the application at hand. (2) The distance between the arrival of elements in processing time reflects their distance in event time; for instance, if the source that emits elements and the windowing operator are deployed on different physical machines, this means that the variance of the network latency between them is negligible. (3) The physical node that executes the window operator is not overloaded, and thus it does not introduce additional delay in the processing time.
The second and the third assumptions are the most critical, since they depend on runtime behaviors-processing speed, load, and network latency-that are not under the control of the developers and difficult or impossible to achieve, as in the case of constant network latency.
As for the first assumption, it is reasonable to assume that individual external sources submit elements in some meaningful order, but without timestamps it is impossible to define a total order between elements produced at different external sources. If the developer wants to ensure event time semantics on top of a system that does not support it, she has to manually implement the application logic responsible for buffering and reordering input elements before processing.
Management of out-of-order elements
As discussed in the previous section, SECRET assumes input elements to enter the engine in order with respect to their associated timestamp. Instead, modern SPEs support out-of-order arrival of input elements, but differ in the way they manage such elements.
A common approach to deal with out of order consists in specifying the maximum delay for the arrival of elements and defer the processing until such a delay has elapsed. Yet, the semantics of processing in the case some element overcomes such maximum delay changes from system to system. For instance, as discussed in "Analysis of stream processing engines", Azure Stream analytics discards input elements that arrive too late with respect to the UTC wall clock time. These behaviors cannot be captured within the SECRET model.
Another approach consists in producing metadata at the sources to indicate when the produced elements can be safely processed without incurring the risk of late arrival of further out of order elements. The watermarks adopted in Flink are a concrete implementation of this more flexible approach [6] that enables each source to dynamically adjust the metadata it provides to the engine based on its current operating conditions. Also in this case, the semantics of processing in the case some elements violate the content of metadata might change from system to system. Finally, other systems produce results in the form of mutable, time-annotated datasets. In the presence of out-of-order elements that alter the values of some results produced in the past, the engine retracts the previous output from the mutable dataset and substitutes it with the newly computed values. This is the case of the Kafka Stream system [9] .
Graph of operators
SECRET considers the semantics of windows in isolation. This is motivated by the default processing model of the SPEs SECRET was designed to capture, which typically consists of a predefined, fixed structure with three steps [10] : (1) a stream-to-relation step that uses windows to select portions of the input stream; (2) a relation-to-relation step that performs the actual processing by only considering the content of windows; (3) a relation-to-stream step that converts back the results of the computation into stream elements. This fixed structure well serves the purpose of performing continuous queries on streaming data, but it is not flexible enough for general purpose computations.
Conversely, modern SPEs enable developers to build complex graphs of operators. How the structure of these graphs influences the execution semantics is outside the scope of SECRET and certainly relevant to fully model modern SPEs. For instance, some SPEs admit cyclic topologies, but the way in which they implement cycles might differ. In general, the execution semantics might change depending on the way SPEs route elements between operators, since distributed deployments might affect the mutual order of stream elements as they move from operator to operator. Distribution becomes particularly relevant in the case of processing time semantics, where the presence of heterogeneous nodes, different processing speed, or different in latency between nodes might affect the overall behavior of the SPE in ways that cannot be predicted by only looking at the graph topology.
Finally, in modern SPEs windows are not special entities, but rather one of the possible operators that compose the processing graph. As a consequence, it becomes worth to investigate how different windows interact with each other based on their location in the graph.
Fault tolerance
Modern SPEs are designed to run on a multitude of physical nodes. In this setting, the probability of failure of at least one node is not negligible. Thus, SPEs include fault tolerance mechanisms to keep processing and producing results even in the presence of some failures.
Such mechanisms include per-element acknowledgments and retransmissions as in Storm, linage graph and recomputations as in Spark, and distributed snapshots as in Flink. Most significantly, different mechanisms provide different semantics and yield different results in the presence of failures. For instance, both Flink and Spark guarantee that each element is processed at each operator exactly once, which means that the results produced do not change in the case of failure. Conversely, Storm only guarantees at least once semantics, meaning that each operator can submit an element more than once to its downstream operators. Clearly, these differences affect the results produced by the engine in presence of faults and should be captured by a complete model of the system.
Even in the case of exactly once semantics, fault tolerance mechanisms affect the time when a result is produced. In the case of event time semantics, individual elements include a timestamp that defines the order and time distance between elements. In the case of processing time semantics, elements do not embed any notion of time and so their original order and relative time distance is lost in the case of faults. In other words, the assumptions we made to model systems with processing time semantics in SECRET no longer hold in the case of faults.
Summary and open challenges
The above discussion highlights the need to extend and complement SECRET to build a comprehensive model that fully captures the execution semantics of modern SPEs. Here we summarize the aspects of modern SPEs that demand for further modeling efforts and propose interesting directions for future research in this area.
First of all, SECRET assumes event time semantics. In the case of a single window in which all the elements are received in order, and in the presence of non overloaded machines, event time well approximates processing time.
However, the assumption of in order arrival of events might be unrealistic in several real world scenarios in which the clocks of different sources are not well synchronized or the channels between the sources and the SPE have different latency [3] . A proper analysis of this situation requires a model that takes into account the differences between the application time perceived at the sources and the time when elements are processed within the SPE.
Furthermore, under processing time semantics, the processing speed of the machines as well as temporary overloads might impact on the output produced. To capture these aspects, a model should take into account performance metrics. Given the intrinsic nondeterminism of performance measurements, we foresee the adoption of probabilistic models that encode the probability of the SPE to deviate from a default expected output.
Also, by solely relying on event time semantics, SECRET cannot model the aspects of an engine that depend on wall clock time. For instance, windows in Spark start to report after the engine starts up; similarly in Azure Stream Analytics, elements which time differs too much from the wall clock time of the physical machine get discarded. A comprehensive model that encodes both event time and wall clock time could also capture these behaviors.
Second, SECRET was designed to capture the semantics of individual windowing operators. This was motivated by the nature of the SPEs SECRET was designed for: those SPEs were mainly intended to answer continuous queries, where a single window was used to isolate the portion of the stream upon which the queries were evaluated. With well defined semantics for the queries, a precise modeling of the windowing behavior was then sufficient to capture the overall execution semantics of the engine.
Modern SPEs are designed to solve a larger class of problems, and offer programming abstractions that are suitable to encode general streaming computations. In most cases, the developer does not specify the processing task in terms of a high-level declarative query language, but rather explicitly defines the graph of operators that the input elements traverse to produce the output.
Windows still represent the most critical operators to model, since they accumulate the portions of the stream upon which other operators are executed. Nevertheless, a complete model that fully captures the execution semantics of modern SPEs needs to precisely encode the semantics of the operators graph formalism, defining its shape-for instance, whether loops are allowed-and behavior-for instance, how elements from multiple input streams are ordered within an operator.
Third, modern SPEs are designed to run on multiple nodes without a shared memory. In most cases the distribution of processing is transparent and does not impact on the output of the SPE. Yet in some cases the distribution might affect the execution semantics: for instance, we already discussed the consequences of heterogeneous processing capabilities under processing time semantics.
Thus, we believe that a precise model of SPEs should also be concerned with details about the processing infrastructure and the deployment of the operators on the physical nodes. For instance, it should consider whether the SPE enables the partitioning or the replication of some operators on multiple nodes to improve the performance, and how partitioning and replication might impact on the execution semantics of the engine.
Fourth, some modern SPEs introduce new types of windows that SECRET cannot model. For instance, Google Dataflow provides session windows, with boundaries not defined by the time or by the number of elements, but rather by the content of elements [3] . For instance, in a Web site monitoring scenario, a window might open upon receiving an element that indicates that a user started a particular operation and close when the operation ends.
Finally, modern SPEs introduce fault tolerance mechanisms to cope with the rather frequent hardware failure in the cluster platforms in which they operate. Different SPEs provide different guarantees in the presence of failures: in most cases, the SPE guarantees exactly once semantics, meaning that no loss or duplicate processing are possible and hence failure do not affect the execution semantics. However, some platforms offer weaker guarantees. For instance, Storm offers at least once semantics, in which duplicate processing of some elements is allowed. In this case, failures impact on the execution semantics and need to be modeled. This demands for a model that not only contemplates the presence of loss or duplicate elements in one operator, but also how loss and duplicate elements affect the entire processing graph.
Related work
We organize related work in three categories: "Processing streams of data" overviews the main approaches and systems to process streams of dynamic data, "Modeling stream processing" presents contributions that target the modeling of stream processing systems, and "Windowing approaches" discusses some proposals for windowing approaches that go beyond those captured by SECRET.
Processing streams of data
The last decade has seen an increasing interest in technologies to process streams of data, and several systems have been proposed both from the academia and from the industry. We distinguish two generations of SPEs. The first generation flourished in the mid 2000s and focuses on the definition of abstractions to query streams of data-as in data stream management systems (DSMSs)-or to detect situations of interest from streams of low-level information-as in complex event processing (CEP) systems. The interested reader can refer to the detailed survey of these systems by Cugola and Margara [11] .
DSMSs usually rely on declarative query languages derived from SQL, which specify how incoming data have to be selected, aggregated, joined together, and modified, to produce one or more output streams [1] . The reference model of DSMSs has been defined in the seminal work on the continuous query language (CQL) [10] . In CQL, the processing of streams is split in three steps: first, stream-to-relation operators-windows-select a portion of each stream to implicitly create static database table. The actual computation takes place on these tables, using relation-to-relation (mostly SQL) operators. Finally, relation-to-stream operators generate new streams from tables, after data manipulation. Several variants and extensions have been proposed, but they all rely on the same general processing abstractions defined above. The declarative language of Azure Stream analytics that we analyzed in this paper also derives from this processing model. The SECRET model we adopt in this paper was originally designed to capture the processing semantics of this kind of systems [2, 4] .
The Aurora/Borealis DSMS first introduced the idea of defining the processing in terms of a directed graph of operators [12] and to deploy the operators on different physical nodes [13] . This approach deeply influenced the second generation of SPEs that we overview below and that are the subject of this paper.
CEP systems were developed in parallel to DSMSs and represent a different approach towards the analysis of streaming data, which targets the detection of situations of interest from patterns of primitive events [14, 15] . CEP systems typically consider the elements of a stream as notifications of event occurrences and express patterns using constraints on the content and time of occurrence of events [16, 17] . Interestingly, some CEP systems use interval timestamps. In this model, each data element is associated with two points in time that define the first and the last moment when it is valid [18, 19] . This model is never used in the modern SPEs that we consider in this paper and is not captured by SECRET.
More recently, the artificial intelligence and knowledge representation communities also started investigating streaming data posing an accent on integration and automated reasoning. This emerging field of research was named Stream Reasoning [20, 21] . In less then a decade, it has extended the Semantic Web stack with the RDF Stream data model, several continuous extensions to the SPARQL query language, and reasoning algorithms optimized for RDF streams [22, 23] . Systems in this area are often referred to as RDF Stream Processing (RSP) engines. The interested readers can refer to the working drafts of the W3C RSP Community Group.
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The second generation of SPEs has its roots in the research on Big Data and comprises systems designed to process large volumes of streaming data in cluster environments. The research on Big Data initially focused on static data and batch processing and proposed functional abstractions such as MapReduce [24] to automate the distribution of processing. Subsequent research increased the expressivity of MapReduce, enabling the developers to specify arbitrarily complex directed graphs of operators [8] . These systems assume long running computations and provide fault tolerance mechanisms to resume intermediate results if they are lost due to the failure of one or more machines in a large cluster [25] .
The second generation of SPEs inherits the same processing model based on a graph of functional operators. Initially, the engines did not provide any built-in construct to express windows, and the developers had to implement windowing manually if required by the application at hand. This is for example the case of Storm prior to version 1.0 [26] . Given the complexity of time and window management, windows have become first class objects in all modern SPEs [3, 5, 27] , and this motivates the need for a precise modeling and analysis of their behavior.
Modeling stream processing
Several formalisms have been proposed to specify the execution semantics of individual stream and event processing engines, ranging from automata [16, 28] to temporal logic [17] , to event algebras and calculi [29, 30] . While these formalisms often capture the semantics of time-based operators in general and window operators in particular, they are tailored to the specific features offered by the language they formalize and thus are not suitable to study the similarities and differences between heterogeneous stream processing systems.
Only few models have been proposed in the past to describe and compare some of the SPEs discussed above. The survey by Cugola and Margara introduces a framework of models that capture the key aspects of DSMSs and CEP systems [11] , such as the data and processing models, the processing language and operators, and the semantics of time. Etzion and Niblett propose the event processing network (EPN) formalism to discuss CEP systems and event processing architectures [15] . An EPN is a directed graph where nodes represent operators and edges represent data flows between operators. These proposals, however, are descriptive and do not provide a formal ground to assess the commonalities and differences of the various SPEs. To the best of our knowledge, SECRET represents the first attempt to formally capture the time and window semantics of SPEs.
Interestingly, Dell' Aglio et al. define a model built on SECRET to capture the execution semantics of RSP engines [31] . The W3C RSP community group adopts it, together with LARS [32] , as a reference model to define the semantics of RSP query language.
Given the relevance of performance-throughput and response time-for SPEs, several proposals aim to model performance characteristics of SPEs with the goal of predicting or improving some quality of service metrics or the allocation of resources [33] [34] [35] . These works are complementary to the proposal of this paper, since they focus on predicting the performance of SPEs rather than modeling their execution semantics.
Finally, some models have been proposed to describe at a higher level the organization of data processing architectures that include stream processing components. In this context, the seminal work by Nathan Marz proposes the well known Lambda architecture to meet the need for low latency, while guaranteeing exact and reliable results on "old" data [36] . The Lambda architecture was conceived when SPEs did not provide full support for distributed, fault-tolerant, and stateful computations and were used as a speed layer that could provide approximate results. The Lambda architecture couples this speed layer with a batch layer that runs periodic batch jobs to generate higher-latency, exact results. When the data is queried, the serving layer encapsulates the complex logic that decides whether to serve the results of the speed layer-recent, but possibly inaccurate-or those of the batch layer-accurate, but possibly outdated. More recent proposals are questioning this type of architecture because of its complexity and high maintenance costs, and foster the development of stream-only architectures, where the SPE plays a more central role. 12 All these models study the integration of SPEs within a data processing architecture, and do not consider the detailed execution semantics of the SPE, as SECRET does.
Windowing approaches
Some proposals target the definition of novel approaches and formalisms for windows to improve expressivity and flexibility. As mentioned in "Discussion", Google Dataflow and Apache Flink introduced the concept of session windows [3] , in which the boundaries of each window are defined based on the content of the input elements. Developers provide a function that associates a session identifier to each input elements, and windows group all the elements with the same session identifier. Li et al. [37] proposed a similar approach to define windows based on the content of input elements. They adopt this formalism to define an effective evaluation strategy for window aggregates. Frames [38] are content-defined windows that provide the developers with built in functions to simplify the statistical analysis of data. Predicate windows [39] predicate on the content of an input element to determine whether it has to be considered as new information, or as an update (or deletion) of existing information. They were introduced to define views and to support view maintenance in DSMSs. Predicate windows are more flexible since they are not append-only, but they enable incoming elements to overwrite part of a window content. This approach is also at the base of some modern distributed stream processing systems, such as the Apache Kafka [9] message broker.
The advent of new types of windows will demand for novel models that can extend or complement SECRET.
Conclusions
This paper studies the execution semantics of modern distributed SPEs focusing on the key notions of time and windows. Our analysis grounds on the SECRET model that was developed in 2010 to capture the semantics of the SPEs available at that time. On the one hand, SECRET can capture the window behavior of most modern SPEs, which indicates that the same abstractions that were introduced in early systems are still adopted. The analysis highlights a general agreement on the semantics of time windows, supported by all the systems we analyzed, and count windows, present only in few systems. On the other hand, modern SPEs are far more complex that the systems SECRET was designed for, and a precise understanding of their behavior demands for additional modeling efforts to capture some key aspects that influence the processing semantics, such as the effect of distribution and out of order arrival of elements.
The paper lays the foundations for a precise understanding of modern distributed SPEs by investigating their time and window behavior, by shading light on the key aspects that cannot be captured with today's models, and by drawing a road map for future research efforts.
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